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Mormon Bibliography 1979

Chad J. Flake

HISTORICAL


Chad J. Flake is curator of Special Collections, Harold B. Lee Library, Brigham Young University.
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**INSPIRATIONAL**


**ARTS AND LITERATURE**

Barton, Peggy. *If I Obey I'll Be Happy All Day.* Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, c1979. Children's book.
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Griffin, Glen C. and Mary Ella. *Not about Birds*. Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Co., [1979?].
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Sillitoe, Linda. "‘The Upstream Swimmers: Female Protagonists in Mormon Novels.’" *Sunstone* 4 (December 1979): 52–58.


**BIOGRAPHY AND FAMILY HISTORY**
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Jessee, Dean C. "'Brigham Young's Family: The Wilderness Years.'" *BYU Studies* 19 (Summer 1979): 475–500.
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**BIBLIOGRAPHY**


**NEW PERIODICAL**

*This People*, a magazine about Latter-day Saint people. Salt Lake City: P.O. Box 27212, Salt Lake City, Utah 84125.